
KELPIEN 

THE ORIGINAL SERIES OR NEXT GENERATION ERAS ONLY 

Hailing from a world lacking a complex food web, Kelpiens are an intelligent humanoid species 

that evolved as the prey animals to a savage predatory race. Owing to their origins, Kelpiens have 

a caution that borders on paranoia; they avoid personal risk and hazardous situations, while 

assuming danger or hostile intent until there is evidence to the contrary. Despite this strong fight-or-flight 

instinct, Kelpiens remain calm when confronted with danger, are are not prone to panic or impulsive action. 

However, fear is their default emotion, and most Kelpiens live in a state of near constant fright. 

Possessing a binary world view, Kelpiens label creatures and individuals as either predator (those who 

pose a threat, imminent or otherwise) or prey (those who are nonthreatening). As drawing attention 

risks becoming hunted, Kelpiens tend to be unaggressive and meek, eschewing social conflict and 

typically being quiet or unassertive. Successful off-world Kelpiens tend to excel in either diplomacy 

or subterfuge, or are just uncharacteristically bold. As they value cooperation over competition, 

some mistakenly believe Kelpiens lack ambition. This is false, however, and Kelpiens are just 

as prone to personal aspirations as Humans, and just as likely to feel resentment over being 

passed over for an assignment or promotion. Like most prey species, Kelpies mature quickly 

and have a high birth rate, which the species has worked to control since developing sentience 

to limit overpopulation. Owing to their evolutionary high mortality rate, many Kelpiens find it 

difficult forming close emotional bonds with others out of f ear of losing that individual.

EXAMPLE VALUE: Live life like you 're being hunted 

• ATTRIBUTES: +1 lnsight,+1 Presence,+1 Reason

• TRAIT: Kelpien. Kelpiens possess a tall, lanky frame with mottled pink-orange skin 

and no hair on their face or head. At the bottom of the short food chain, Kelpiens are 

herbivores and typically strict vegetarians or vegans. Kelpien senses, including 

auditory and tactile, are superiour to that of a Human, and provide continual warning 

of potential threats, giving Kelpiens an innate danger sense: when they consciously 

or subconsciously detect danger, thin extrasensory organs known as "threat 

ganglia" emerge from the back of their head to provide additional sensory input.

• TALENTS: The character recieves access to the following talents.  

ADVANTAGEOUS REVERSAL 
REQUIREMENT: Kelpien, or Game master's permission 

Adversity has taught you how to not only work around hazards, but how to turn them to 

your advantage. On your turn, you can spend 1 Determination to reduce the Threat pool 

by 1 and add 1 to the group's Momentum pool. 

SWIFT MOVEMENT 
REQUIREMENT: Kelpien, or Game master's permission 

You have the speed of a hunted prey animal. When you succeed on a SprintTask, you 

moves two zone (to any point in Long range) rather than one. 

THREAT MANAGEMENT 
REQUIREMENT: Kelpien, or Game master's permission 

You are skilled at avoiding danger and and minimizing problems. When you buying one 

or more d20s by adding to Threat, the cost is reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 1 ). 
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